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Friends of the A.R.E.
MEET YOUR LIBRARY
VOLUNTEER:

New Circulating
Files

Sarah Palmatier

Circulating
Files
are
extracts from the Edgar
Cayce readings on specific
topics. In addition to the
list of new files below,
we have over 700 topics
available. For a complete
list, please see EdgarCayce.
org/circulating.
•

Anesthesia:
Aftereffects

•

Asceticism

•

Ash: Animated,
Carbonated, Vol. 1-4

•

Book of Revelation: A
Commentary [RB]

•

Empyema

•

Eyes: Double Vision

•

Forgiveness

•

Gold: Internal Usage

•

Head Injuries and
Aftereffects

•

Humor

•

Jesus’ Brothers: James
and Jude

•

Knees

•

Missing Things,
Missing People

•

Palate: Dropped, Soft,
Abnormal

•

Soul: Old

•

Stomach: Dropped,
Tipped, Vol. 1-3

•

Teeth and Gums:
Gingivitis: Ulcerative
(Trench Mouth)

•

Tuberculosis, Vol. 3

•

Tumors: Ovary,
Fallopian Tube
(and Cancer)
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(Q) Why did you want to volunteer in the library?
(A) The library to me is the heart of the A.R.E. Without access to the readings, I
don’t think that we (A.R.E) would exist. That is your research area. To me, it is
just the heart of it.
(Q) How long have you volunteered in the library?
(A) Seven years.
(Q) What are your favorite books in the library?
(A) Too many to list. Since I am a nurse, probably the books based on the readings
about health.
(Q) What is your favorite part about being a volunteer?
(A) I don’t know that I have favorites because life is so full. The camaraderie is
part of it, meeting the people who come here, just knowing you are part of what
makes the library tick.
(Q) During your time in the A.R.E. Library, what is the most interesting or unusual question you have helped a visitor to research?
(A) There have been so many interesting and unusual questions. I remember the
person who asked me how I felt when I did body travel. I said I don’t do that but
I can take you to the books that are about astral projection. She seemed so surprised that all the employees at A.R.E. did not body travel. That experience stands
out to me.
More interesting than any questions I had was the fact that one of the library
books flew off the shelf right in front of me as if saying it has been ignored long
enough. I picked it up and thought what are you trying to tell me. It was on talking to your angels and I didn’t talk to my angels very much before that. I do now!
(Q) People from near and far visit the A.R.E. Library. Does it surprise you when
visitors tell you how far they have traveled to access these resources?
(A) No. Because I know we have centers around the world. This material applies
to all nations, all creeds, all people.
(Q) What are most people attracted to in the library?
(A) I think I’ve had more questions about the medical situations in their own life
or someone close to them that they want to get information for. It could be that I
remember those because I am an RN. (Laughs)
(Q) Suppose the A.R.E. Library didn’t exist. Where would people be going if
they were seeking this type of information?
(A) Well most of us can’t get into the Vatican. (laughs) I’m not sure, I doubt that
some of it can be found very easily and we know much of the info on the internet
is false or not backed up.

Our Gift
to You

With your donation of $100
or more to the A.R.E. Library,
you will receive the book 2038:
The Great Pyramid Timeline
Prophecy.
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Dear Friends of the A.R.E. Library,
Over the past year, we have added more than 1,500 books, periodicals, circulating files, and other media to your A.R.E.
Library collection. It’s all made possible through your donations. Thank you!
As you probably know, Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. Library is the largest metaphysical library in the United States and third
largest in the world! This distinction is because of YOU and your continued support.
That’s why I ask you today to consider joining the Good Karma Club, our monthly giving club. Making a donation
of just $20, $50, or $100 each month enables us to keep providing you and so many others with the information
you seek. Will you support us?
Let me share some more exciting news with you. Again, because of your donations, the Library card catalog is now
officially online! You can search the catalog of over 75,000 materials from wherever you may be in the world. You can
search by title, author, subject, or key words. On the Library homepage (EdgarCayce.org/library), you can click on
“Card Catalog” to view our top ten books and new book arrivals. Our new Destiny software includes TitlePeek, which
allows you to view the cover of the book, a book summary, and author notes, when available. The new system allows us
to streamline cataloguing and create bibliographies, giving more time for our librarians to take on other Library projects and serve you better. We will bring you more exciting features as we build upon this new system, so stay tuned!
Thank you again for making all this possible at the A.R.E. Library. We count on your thoughtful support. And we are
grateful for it.

A.R.E. Library Manager
P.S. When you make a donation of $100 or more to the A.R.E. Library, you will receive John Van Auken’s book,
2038: The Great Pyramid Timeline Prophecy.

The Curious Reign of
Akhenaton, Nefertiti, and Tut
John Van Auken
When Amenhotep IV ascended to the throne of ancient Egypt he inherited a
nation that was stable and prosperous. His father (Amenhotep III, known as
“The Magnificent”) had ruled for 40 years in a benevolent manner, overseeing grand building projects that now stood proudly for all to see and use. Yet,
for some uncertain reason, the son was moved to abandon his father’s religious focus on the traditional gods, particularly Amen (often spelled Amun
and known as the “hidden, unseen god”), and to make the god Aton the
new focus of worship and the only god. Aton is the Sun high in the sky and
is the nurturing aspect of RA, the Sun god, considered to be the king of the
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The Curious Reign of Akhenaton, Nefertiti, and Tut (Continued from front page)
as Tell-el-Amarna. Here he oversaw
the construction of his own buildings
and temples. The new buildings were
constructed entirely of relatively small
blocks of uniform-sized sandstone,
known as talatat. The walls were decorated with reliefs executed in sunken
relief, a good method for exterior surfaces in sunlight (sandstone is easy to
carve).

gods. Aton (also spelled Aten; Britannica holds to “Aton” while American
sources use “Aten”) is depicted as a
sun disc with rays projecting to Earth
with caring hands at the tips of each
ray (see illustration). One of the rays
is holding an ankh, the symbol of life.
The son even changed his name from
Amenhotep, meaning Amen is content, to Akhenaton, meaning beneficial for Aton.
During his father’s reign it was customary to hold worship services in small,
darkened sanctuaries inside the innermost recesses of grand temples;
after all, Amen (Amun) was the hidden god. But Akhenaton required that
all worship services be held out in the
open in full sunlight with a variety of
foods on large offering tables. Unlike
his father’s temples with many specialized interior chambers, Akhenaton
built temples with vast open-air courtyards in which there were virtually no
interior spaces. In the fifth year of his
reign, Akhenaton left his father’s wondrous complex at Karnak in Thebes
(modern-day Luxor) and moved the
capitol 200 miles north to an empty
place he named Akhetaton (meaning “horizon of Aton”), known today

From 1353 to 1336 BC Akhenaton (often spelled Akhenaten) was pharaoh
of ancient Egypt. Along with his wise
and beautiful wife, the famous Nefertiti
(meaning “a beauty has come”), these
two ruled Egypt for some 21 years.
Upon Akhenaton’s death Nefertiti actually became Pharaoh Neferneferuaten
or Neferneferuaton (meaning “beauty
of the beauties of Aton”), ruling from
1335 to 1332 BC, and then she continued as Regent during young Tut’s
eight-year reign from 1332 to 1324 BC.
Nefertiti died just before Tut’s death
(he was only 19).
Don’t be surprised that a woman was
pharaoh for there were other female
pharaohs, including Pharaoh Merneith
(meaning “Beloved by goddess Neith”)
who ruled in the very first Dynasty
from 3050 to 3000 BC. Interestingly,
Cayce’s readings teach that females
were the dominant leaders in ancient
times; only later did males begin to
rule. Perhaps this is why a female pharaoh ruled Egypt so early in its history,
she being a remnant of the past. There
was also Pharaoh Sobekneferu (“the
beauty of goddess Sobek”) who ruled
from 1806 to 1802 BC, and Pharaoh
Hatshepsut (pronounced hat-shepsoot, meaning “foremost noble lady”)
who ruled Egypt for roughly 22 years
(1472 to 1458 BC) and built the most
beautiful and gigantic obelisk in the
world, located in the Karnak Temple in
Luxor. One of Hatshepsut’s daughters
was given a reincarnation reading by
Edgar Cayce! It is reading 355-1.

People often assume that Nefertiti was
Tut’s mother but these claims have
been disputed by Egyptologists, including Dr. Zahi Hawass, former head
of Egypt’s Supreme Council of Antiquities. His team’s research suggests that
Tut’s mother was a daughter of Pharaoh Amenhotep III and Queen Tiye
(pronounced tee-yuh, and likely a Nubian rather than an Egyptian). Their
daughter is known as “The Younger
Lady” while Tiye is “The Elder Lady.”
In addition to their daughter, these two
had a son, and that son was none other than Amenhotep IV, later Akhenaton! The daughter’s mummy was discovered in the Valley of the Kings in
tomb KV35 by archeologist Victor Loret in 1898. In 2010 geneticists used
DNA tests to examine the parentage
of Tut using some of his hair. The research showed that Queen Tiye was
indeed the mother of Akhenaton and
the grandmother of Tut! Shockingly,
this means that The Younger Lady was
both sister and a wife of Akhenaton!
Most Egyptologists agree that she is
the genetic mother of Tut even though
she was Akhenaton’s full-blooded sister. This incestuous parentage (which
occurred often in those times although
more commonly among first cousins
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than siblings) likely contributed to
the genetic problems found in Tut’s
mummified body for he suffered a
deformed foot, a slightly cleft palate,
and curvature of the spine.
Strangely, Tutankhaton (meaning
“living image of Aton”) as he was
named by his father, changed his
name to Tutankhamen (now the
“living image of Amen” or Amun:
Tut-Ankh-Amen) and moved the
capitol back to Thebes (Luxor) and
Karnak and reinstalled the worship
of Amen (Amun)! Amenhotep III,
Akhenaton, and Tut had some serious father-son issues.
Despite all of this odd shifting of beliefs a significant idea came out of
the reign of Akhenaton and Nefertiti—the concept of only one God.
During their reign there were no
other gods but Aton. All the others
were simply emanations of that one
divine, nurturing source. Add to this
that Moses came out of Egypt holding this concept, and for forty-some
years led his community through
the process of overcoming delusions, distractions, and disheartening disappointments. Moses even
had to fight his own brother Aaron’s
attempt to establish a golden calf
god. Eventually, Moses’ colleague
Joshua victoriously led the subsequent generation of the initial community into God’s Promised Land
where this one-god principle was
nurtured and deeply established in
the hearts and minds of generations
to come. Interestingly, this one,
true God was unseen, as had been
Amen (Amun).
P.S. Recent news coming out of
Egypt indicates that Tut’s famous
tomb may actually be the antechamber to Nefertiti’s tomb! And
if we thought Tut’s tomb was awesome, wait until we see Nefertiti’s!

3

News from the
Edgar Cayce Foundation
Treasures from the Vault
The Edgar Cayce Foundation is now being regularly
featured in the Venture Inward magazine. The section is called Edgar Cayce Foundation: Treasures from
the Vault. The mission of E.C.F. is to preserve, protect,
and make accessible the records for further research
to us all. The July/August/September issue will include a timeline of Edgar Cayce’s life from 1900 to
1925, including information about his life as a photographer until he becomes a psychic diagnostician,
giving readings and dedicating his life to this work.

Edgar Cayce Bust
From 2001 to 2014 the Edgar Cayce bust was on display at the Pennyroyal Museum in Hopkinsville, Kentucky. In 2015, The Edgar Cayce Foundation acquired
the bust from the museum. Antonio Salemme (1892–
1995) was a renowned painter and sculptor. His bronze
portraits of famous individuals are a part of permanent
collections in major museums, and include busts of
Winston Churchill, Dwight D. Eisenhower, and John F.
Kennedy.
Although Salemme did not know Edgar Cayce personally, he was a member of David
and Lucille Kahn’s study group in New York City and studied the A Search for God
material with many New York residents. He believed that the Cayce information
changed his life and helped him discover meditation. Salemme executed this sculpture to show his gratitude.
A Unique Antiquity
Reportedly taken from the Chicago World’s Fair in
1893, this mummified hand was contributed to the
Archive years ago. A medical student who was acting
as a mounted guide at the fair was given the hand to
put in his office. Around that time, it was notable for
doctors to have display cases in their office waiting
rooms with physical oddities under glass. To preserve
and store the antiquity, a custom box was made by
the Conservator of Archaeological Materials at the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Department of Conservation.
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the genetic problems found in Tut’s
mummified body for he suffered a
deformed foot, a slightly cleft palate,
and curvature of the spine.
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“living image of Aton”) as he was
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“living image of Amen” or Amun:
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capitol back to Thebes (Luxor) and
Karnak and reinstalled the worship
of Amen (Amun)! Amenhotep III,
Akhenaton, and Tut had some serious father-son issues.
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attempt to establish a golden calf
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(Q) Why did you want to volunteer in the library?
(A) The library to me is the heart of the A.R.E. Without access to the readings, I
don’t think that we (A.R.E) would exist. That is your research area. To me, it is
just the heart of it.
(Q) How long have you volunteered in the library?
(A) Seven years.
(Q) What are your favorite books in the library?
(A) Too many to list. Since I am a nurse, probably the books based on the readings
about health.
(Q) What is your favorite part about being a volunteer?
(A) I don’t know that I have favorites because life is so full. The camaraderie is
part of it, meeting the people who come here, just knowing you are part of what
makes the library tick.
(Q) During your time in the A.R.E. Library, what is the most interesting or unusual question you have helped a visitor to research?
(A) There have been so many interesting and unusual questions. I remember the
person who asked me how I felt when I did body travel. I said I don’t do that but
I can take you to the books that are about astral projection. She seemed so surprised that all the employees at A.R.E. did not body travel. That experience stands
out to me.
More interesting than any questions I had was the fact that one of the library
books flew off the shelf right in front of me as if saying it has been ignored long
enough. I picked it up and thought what are you trying to tell me. It was on talking to your angels and I didn’t talk to my angels very much before that. I do now!
(Q) People from near and far visit the A.R.E. Library. Does it surprise you when
visitors tell you how far they have traveled to access these resources?
(A) No. Because I know we have centers around the world. This material applies
to all nations, all creeds, all people.
(Q) What are most people attracted to in the library?
(A) I think I’ve had more questions about the medical situations in their own life
or someone close to them that they want to get information for. It could be that I
remember those because I am an RN. (Laughs)
(Q) Suppose the A.R.E. Library didn’t exist. Where would people be going if
they were seeking this type of information?
(A) Well most of us can’t get into the Vatican. (laughs) I’m not sure, I doubt that
some of it can be found very easily and we know much of the info on the internet
is false or not backed up.

Our Gift
to You

With your donation of $100
or more to the A.R.E. Library,
you will receive the book 2038:
The Great Pyramid Timeline
Prophecy.
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Dear Friends of the A.R.E. Library,
Over the past year, we have added more than 1,500 books, periodicals, circulating files, and other media to your A.R.E.
Library collection. It’s all made possible through your donations. Thank you!
As you probably know, Edgar Cayce’s A.R.E. Library is the largest metaphysical library in the United States and third
largest in the world! This distinction is because of YOU and your continued support.
That’s why I ask you today to consider joining the Good Karma Club, our monthly giving club. Making a donation
of just $20, $50, or $100 each month enables us to keep providing you and so many others with the information
you seek. Will you support us?
Let me share some more exciting news with you. Again, because of your donations, the Library card catalog is now
officially online! You can search the catalog of over 75,000 materials from wherever you may be in the world. You can
search by title, author, subject, or key words. On the Library homepage (EdgarCayce.org/library), you can click on
“Card Catalog” to view our top ten books and new book arrivals. Our new Destiny software includes TitlePeek, which
allows you to view the cover of the book, a book summary, and author notes, when available. The new system allows us
to streamline cataloguing and create bibliographies, giving more time for our librarians to take on other Library projects and serve you better. We will bring you more exciting features as we build upon this new system, so stay tuned!
Thank you again for making all this possible at the A.R.E. Library. We count on your thoughtful support. And we are
grateful for it.

A.R.E. Library Manager
P.S. When you make a donation of $100 or more to the A.R.E. Library, you will receive John Van Auken’s book,
2038: The Great Pyramid Timeline Prophecy.
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“The Magnificent”) had ruled for 40 years in a benevolent manner, overseeing grand building projects that now stood proudly for all to see and use. Yet,
for some uncertain reason, the son was moved to abandon his father’s religious focus on the traditional gods, particularly Amen (often spelled Amun
and known as the “hidden, unseen god”), and to make the god Aton the
new focus of worship and the only god. Aton is the Sun high in the sky and
is the nurturing aspect of RA, the Sun god, considered to be the king of the
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